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What is new about this?

• LCA has been used by industry and policymakers for 25 years:
• But often the results were not “actionable”

• Too many degrees of freedom; no consensus on modelling

• Results depend on assumptions and methodology choices

• The EF makes LCA results actionable
• Clarity on how to model and data quality requirements

• Clarity in interpretation: compare with benchmark

• Challenges?
• Of course



Why was this such a challenge for LCA?

• LCA methodology has the ambitions to model two inherently complex realities:
• A generic model of everything industry and users do, and which emissions and resource uses are associated to this 

(inventory)

• A generic model of the impact of emissions and resource use on everything we find important (impact assessment)

• Models are always a simplification of reality…

• The LCA community is an open source community; nobody is in control; nobody claims 
ownership 



Meanwhile new concepts emerged

• Visionary and appealing concepts like:
• Cradle to Cradle claims LCA helps you to make products less bad; C2C 

makes products GOOD 

• Circular Economy suggests that closing the loops is one appealing way to 
go; but does this reduce impacts?

• Natural Capital Coalition: focus on dependencies; what are the cost if 
nature no longer delivers water or wood?

• However, none of these are geared to assess if impacts are really 
reduced; they need LCA is a neutral (boring?) accountancy 
framework



What the LCA community achieved

• A very complete understanding of tenth of  thousands 
value chains for a very wide range of products; often in 
a very transparent way.

• A sophisticated set of impact assessment methods and 
an emerging consensus of best approaches and 
methods 
• Important JRC and UNEP LC Initiative projects; 

• All open source and freely available



What the LCA community did not achieve

• No consensus beyond adherence to the ISO 14040 and 14044 standards, but these 
leave much room for interpretation.

• Too little interest in embedding LCA thinking in companies; too much focus on writing ad-
hoc “perfect” LCA reports.

• Stop Endless debates: for instance: Data DATA data, Data formats…

• No consensus on Environmental Product Declarations. ISO 14025 provides framework 
but does not bring uniform approach
• Anyone can be a program operator, and create product category rules

• Product category rules are the basis of environmental product declarations
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How the EF solved most issues

• Think about communication first; compare with benchmark

• Have broad scope of impact categories

• Work with many stakeholders in pilots with clear structure; let industries take the initiative

• Develop detailed rules to get consistency within a product category

• Define very high data quality guidelines, but only for data that really matters.

• Refine these again, and again, and again, and again, and again, and again, and again and 
Oh no…   yet again



Opportunities for the LCA community

• For LCA users within companies:
• Bye-bye to al the “it depends” statements (?)

• Hello consensus…… over many important choices, such as allocation, LCIA, Hotspot identification and 
secondary data (quality)

• Finally a benchmark

• Finally all software tools can produce the same results (well almost…)

• For academics and consultants
• The EF may have rescued the LCA concept from oblivion

• “We” can now much better engage and focus on strategic choices, like the merits of CE etc.



Challenges for LCA users in companies

• The rules are very complex, how do I explain all of this 

• How does it connect to company targets that have already been set, like water, waste, 
carbon and social.

• How to create true collaboration and expand the sphere of influence beyond your own 
industry association.

• Creating new PEFCR’s is time consuming and expensive



Challenges for the LCA community

• Is this the end of the academic freedom?

• Should we really accept the sometimes (ugly?) compromises within the rules as they are 
now?

• How can we contribute to improving the methodology and data, as this is definitely 
needed:
• The weighting and normalisation problem

• The missing assessment of impacts on biodiversity

• Emerging issues and social impacts



Challenges for actors outside the EU

• Is this a trade-barrier? Or an opportunity for our industries and our own policymaking?

• Do we have national experts and skills to support our industries?

• Do we have regional data, and is the data generated by the EU indeed representing the 
local impacts well enough?



Example UNIDO SwitchMed project

• With SwitchMed Funding, UNIDO organized capacity building in Lebanon, Tunisia, 
Morocco and Egypt

Picture of meeting



The UNIDO SwitchMed project
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Concluding remarks
• The EF combined a clever strategy with critical mass.

• Company led pilots, with companies representing >50% of the market

• Focus on robust method and supplying data with every PEFCR

• Engage with all experts and other stakeholders, and survive the debates…..

• The main challenges are:
• Complexity of the rules and some unresolved issues, 

• The high effort to create new PEFCR’s

• Can capacity be build outside Europe

• The main opportunity is the common platform that can be used for operational, tactical 
and strategic decisions by companies
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